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Gearbox tough to shift in cold weather â€“ WHEELS.ca
https://www.wheels.ca/news/gearbox-tough-to-shift-in-cold-weather
Q The manual gearbox of my wifeâ€™s 2000 Ford Focus ZTS sedan (47,000 km)
became difficult to operate in cold weather last winter. Reverse and the lower gears were
especially hard to engage. Once the car warmed up, there were no problems.

Manual Trans Hard Shifting When Cold - JKowners.com
www.jkowners.com/.../67601-manual-trans-hard-shifting-when-cold.html
Jan 25, 2012 · The NSG370 is a clunky transmission when cold. But you shouldn't have
trouble getting it in gear if you're using an approved Syncromesh with the correct friction
modifier package, which apparently is the difference between Syncromesh and just
regular gear lube. Think of the syncros in your transmission as little limited slip differential
â€¦

Why Is My Transmission Jerking or Shifting Hard ...
https://gobdp.com/blog/why-is-my-transmission
In a manual transmission old fluid can make your synchros less effective so it can be
difficult to shift your transmission into gear in an automatic transmission old transmission
fluid can affect the pressures in your transmission making it slow to shift into gear
especially when its cold.

Trouble shifting in cold weather - Maintenance/Repairs ...
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Trouble shifting in cold weather - Maintenance/Repairs ...
community.cartalk.com › Maintenance/Repairs
Iâ€™ve got a 2003 Xterra, RWD, manual transmission, with around 110k. Itâ€™s been
giving me a little trouble shifting into gears 1-3 when the weatherâ€™s below 30F. It
started doing this when I got the transmission fluid changed last, about 2 years ago.

shifting - Stiff gearchange especially when cold - â€¦
https://mechanics.stackexchange.com/questions/2645/stiff...
The reason this causes poor cold gear changes is thus: when the gearbox oil is cold, the
increased viscosity of the oil, combined with the worn frictional surfaces of the
synchromesh will prevent the generation of enough frictional force for the syncro's to do
their job; that is to match the speed of the input and output shafts (which then allows â€¦

Hard To Shift When Cold (6sp Manual) - Hyundai â€¦
www.hyundai-forums.com/.../122761-hard-shift-when-cold-6sp-manual.html
Nov 25, 2015 · Very hard to get into 2nd when cold intermittantly, sometimes have to
release clutch and then reapply, seems to hit something going into 3rd. Gets better when
warm CAUSE : Drain and fill with ATF SPF3 CORRECTION: R/T vehicle found slightly
harder to shift in 2nd when cold. Checked fluid level OK. Created HYTAC case.

Videos of manual transmission hard to shift when cold
bing.com/videos

See more videos of manual transmission hard to shift when cold

SilveradoSierra.com â€¢ Hard Shifting when cold start ...
www.silveradosierra.com/transmission/hard-shifting-when-cold-start...
Re: Hard Shifting when cold start Dec 15 2012, 3:50am Thats how our transmission
perform in cold weather, you also get a long delay before it shifts from 2nd to 3rd.

98 RAV4 Manual Transmission Hard Shifting When Cold
www.2carpros.com › â€¦ › Transmission › Symptoms › HARD SHIFT
My 98 RAV4 AWD with 5 speed manual transmission requires lots of force to shift from
1st to 2nd gear when the vehicle is cold below freezing. After...
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